Zainab Khan
Personality Test
According to this personality test, my personality type is ESFP-T (Entertainer).
Mind: 64% Extraverted;
36% Introverted
Energy: 47% Intuitive;
53% Observant
Nature: 47% Thinking;
53% Feeling
Tactics: 28% Judging;
72% Prospecting
Identity: 35% Assertive;
65% Turbulent
My personality type according to the test is Entertainer. A strength I have is being Practical.
Entertainers believe life is meant to “felt and experienced” rather than dwell on what-ifs. I
strongly stand by this as there is no result from overthinking but there is by doing. Another
strength it lists is having Excellent People Skills. It claims they are “talkative, witty, and almost
never run out of things to discuss”. I think this is true, as I love being around people and
observing/communicating with them. A weakness listed is being Unfocused. It claims that
“unchanging subjects” prove more difficult for us than a more dynamic subject. I think this is
true and something I may have to work on because Software Development requires a lot of focus
and consistent work. Another weakness is becoming Easily Bored. We crave “constant
excitement”, “risky behavior”, and “self-indulgence”. I feel this is true but can be solved with a
proper work-life balance. In friendships, I seek novelty and diversity. In the case that someone’s
excitement wears off, I may end the friendship there. Entertainers live by the phrase “there’s no
point in living if you can’t feel alive”. I agree with this but I also think that these apply to mostly
acquaintances rather than true friends. Some careers that complement my personality include
event planners, counselors, music related, and nurses. This test in general describes me pretty
well. I think it was correct on my caring but sensitive attitude with people, as well as my desire
for excitement and resent for conflict. I think in terms of a career; they undermine the creativity
allowed within the sciences but overall they hit the nail on the head. I would love to be
autonomous in my work which is what the test results emphasized.

